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 , AAX. Type : Audio Effects. About : Ebeneezer's Analog Bundle includes a host of analog effects, simulators and delay units to help create a massive variety of unique audio effects. From multi-band compressors to EQs and reverbs, this plugin pack is packed with sound and features. You'll find compressors that are analogue in their vibe, plus a host of equalizers, reverbs and modulators. It's an A
La Carte plugin pack, so you can mix and match effects to add to your preset collection. This is an awesome package of 36 professional quality plugins at the price you'd expect. Features & Specifications : 36 plugins. Audio Formats : AU, AAX, VST, VST3. Plugins Types : Delay, Reverb, Compressor, EQ, Multiband Compressor. : Ebeneezer's Analog Bundle includes a host of analog effects,

simulators and delay units to help create a massive variety of unique audio effects. From multi-band compressors to EQs and reverbs, this plugin pack is packed with sound and features. You'll find compressors that are analogue in their vibe, plus a host of equalizers, reverbs and modulators. It's an A La Carte plugin pack, so you can mix and match effects to add to your preset collection. This is an
awesome package of 36 professional quality plugins at the price you'd expect. : 36 plugins. : Audio Formats : AU, AAX, VST, VST3. : Plugins Types : Delay, Reverb, Compressor, EQ, Multiband Compressor. : Ebeneezer's Audio Bundle includes a host of audio effects, simulators and delay units to help create a massive variety of unique audio effects. From multi-band compressors to EQs and

reverbs, this plugin pack is packed with sound and features. You'll find compressors that are analogue in their vibe, plus a host of equalizers, reverbs and modulators. It's an A La Carte plugin pack, so you can mix and match effects to add to your preset collection. This is an awesome package of 36 professional quality plugins at the price you'd expect. Features & Specifications : 36 plugins. Audio
Formats : AU, AAX, VST, VST3. Plugins Types : Delay, Reverb, Compressor, EQ, Multiband Compressor. : Ebeneezer's Audio 82157476af
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